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Exercise 1 (Theoretical Foundations): (3 + 4 + 4 = 11 points)

Let ϕ = p(0, s(0), s(s(0))) ∧ ∀X, Y, Z (p(X, Y, Z) → p(Y, Z, s(s(X)))) and ψ = ∃A p(A, s(A), s(A))

be formulas over the signature (Σ,∆) with Σ = Σ0 ∪Σ1,Σ0 = {0},Σ1 = {s}, and ∆ = ∆3 = {p}.

a) Prove that {ϕ} |= ψ by means of input resolution.

Hint: First transform the formula ϕ ∧ ¬ψ into an equivalent clause set.

b) Explicitly give a Herbrand model of the formula ϕ (i.e., specify a carrier and a meaning for all

function and predicate symbols). You do not have to provide a proof for your answer.

c) Let ϕ1, . . . , ϕk , ψ
′ ∈ F(Σ′,∆′,V) for some signature (Σ′,∆′). Prove that {ϕ1, . . . , ϕk} |= ψ′

holds if and only if ϕ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ϕk ∧ ¬ψ′ is unsatis�able.

Solution:

a)

ϕ ∧ ¬ψ ⇔ p(0, s(0), s(s(0))) ∧ ∀X, Y, Z (p(X, Y, Z)→ p(Y, Z, s(s(X)))) ∧ ¬∃A p(A, s(A), s(A))

⇔ p(0, s(0), s(s(0))) ∧ ∀X, Y, Z (¬p(X, Y, Z) ∨ p(Y, Z, s(s(X)))) ∧ ¬∃A p(A, s(A), s(A))

⇔ p(0, s(0), s(s(0))) ∧ ∀X, Y, Z (¬p(X, Y, Z) ∨ p(Y, Z, s(s(X)))) ∧ ∀A¬p(A, s(A), s(A))

⇔ ∀X, Y, Z, A (p(0, s(0), s(s(0))) ∧ (¬p(X, Y, Z) ∨ p(Y, Z, s(s(X)))) ∧ ¬p(A, s(A), s(A)))

Thus, the equivalent clause set for ϕ ∧ ¬ψ is

{p(0, s(0), s(s(0)))}, {¬p(X, Y, Z), p(Y, Z, s(s(X)))}, {¬p(A, s(A), s(A))}.
We perform input resolution on this clause set to show {ϕ} |= ψ.

{p(0, s(0), s(s(0)))} {¬p(X, Y, Z), p(Y, Z, s(s(X)))} {¬p(A, s(A), s(A))}

{¬p(X, s(X), s(s(X)))}
Y/s(X), Z/s(s(X)), A/s(X)

�

X/0

Hence, we have proven {ϕ} |= ψ.

�

b) We have S |= ϕ for the Herbrand structure S = (T (Σ), α) with α0 = 0, αs(t) = s(t), and

αp = {(s2i(0), s2i+1(0), s2i+2(0)) | i ≥ 0}
∪ {(s2i+1(0), s2i+2(0), s2i+2(0)) | i ≥ 0}
∪ {(s2i+2(0), s2i+2(0), s2i+3(0)) | i ≥ 0}

Alternative solution: αp = {(si(0), sj(0), sk(0)) | i , j, k ≥ 0}
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c)

{ϕ1, . . . , ϕk} |= ψ′

i� for all interpretations I with I |= {ϕ1, . . . , ϕk} we have I |= ψ′

i� there is no interpretation I with I |= {ϕ1, . . . , ϕk} and I |= ¬ψ′

i� ϕ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ϕk ∧ ¬ψ′ is unsatis�able

.
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Exercise 2 (Procedural Semantics, SLD tree): (7 + 7 = 14 points)

Consider the following Prolog program P which can be used to replace the letter 'a' by the letter 'ä' in

words:

transform([] , []).

transform([a|XS], [ä|YS]) :- !, transform(XS, YS).

transform([X|XS], [X|YS]) :- transform(XS, YS).

As an example, the query transform([b,a,n,a,n,a], Z) would give the answer substitution Z =

[b,ä,n,ä,n,ä].

a) The program P ′ results from P by removing the cut. Consider the following query:

?- transform([a,n,a], [a|XS]).

For the logic program P ′, i.e. without the cut, please show a successful computation for the

query above (i.e., a computation of the form (G,∅) `+P ′ (�, σ) where

G = {¬transform([a,n,a], [a|XS])}). It su�ces to give substitutions only for those variables

which are used to de�ne the value of the variable XS in the query.

b) Please give a graphical representation of the SLD tree for the query

?- transform([a,n,a], XS).

in the program P (i.e., with the cut). For every part of a tree that is cut o� by evaluating !,

please indicate the cut by marking the corresponding edge. For the cut-o� parts only indicate the

�rst cut-o� goal, but do not evaluate further.

Solution:

a)

({¬transform([a,n,a], [a|XS])},∅)

`P ′ ({¬transform([n,a], XS)},∅})
`P ′ ({¬transform([a], XS')}, {XS / [n|XS']})
`P ′ ({¬transform([], XS�)}, {XS / [n,a|XS�]})

`P ′ (�, {XS / [n,a]})

b)
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In this representation, the nodes and edges deleted by the cut are shown with a gray background

and dashed edges, respectively.

transform([a,n,a], XS)

!, transform([n,a], YS1)

XS / [ä|YS1]

transform([n,a], YS1)

XS / [a|YS1]

transform([n,a], YS1)

transform([a], YS2)

YS1 / [n|YS2]

!, transform([], YS3)

YS2 / [ä|YS3]

transform([], YS3)

�

YS3 / []

transform([], YS3)

YS2 / [a|YS3]

.
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Exercise 3 (De�nite Logic Programming): (10 points)

Implement the predicate addDomino/2 in Prolog. This predicate can be used in the setting of the domino

game to check if a given piece can be inserted in an already existing series of domino pieces.

Every domino piece consists of two numbers, a left number and a right number. A list of pieces is called

valid only if for each domino piece α which is directly followed by another domino piece β, the right

number of α is identical to the left number of β.

In the following picture you can see that the �rst two pieces do not form a valid list because the left

number of the second piece is 4 instead of 3. However, when adding the third piece after the �rst piece

and before the second piece, the resulting list is valid: the left number 3 of the added piece matches the

right number of the �rst piece, and its right number 4 matches the left number of the second piece.

In Prolog we represent a single domino piece using the predicate p/2. The list containing the �rst two

pieces of the picture above is represented as [p(2,3), p(4,6)]. The predicate addDomino/2 is true

if and only if the piece in the second argument can be inserted between two pieces of the list in the

�rst argument (or at the end) so that the resulting list of pieces is valid. Following the example abo-

ve, addDomino([p(2,3),p(4,6)], p(3,4)) should be true because adding the piece p(3,4) after

p(2,3) is possible.

Important: You may not use prede�ned predicates!

Hints:

• Pieces cannot be rotated. Because of this, addDomino([p(2,3),p(4,6)], p(4,3)) is false.

• You only need to check if the piece can be added. You do not have to compute the list that results

from adding the piece.

• To check if a list XS of pieces is valid you can check if addDomino(XS, p(Z,Z)) for a fresh

variable Z is true.

• Every list containing at most one domino piece is valid.

Solution:

addDomino([] , _ ).

addDomino([p(A, B)] , p(B, _)).

addDomino([p(A, B),p(C, D)|XS], p(B, C)) :- addDomino([p(C, D)|XS], p(Z, Z)]).

addDomino([p(A, B),p(B, D)|XS], p(Y, Z)) :- addDomino([p(B, D)|XS], p(Y, Z)]).

.
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Exercise 4 (Meta-Programming): (11 points)

Consider a list of unary functions f1, . . . , fn. When starting with an initial value x , we �rst compute f1(x)

and then apply the other functions f2, f3, . . . (in that order) to the previous result, respectively. In other

words, we compute fn(. . . (f2(f1(x))) . . .).

Please implement the predicate apply/3 that can be used for this task. The �rst argument of apply is

the initial value of the computation. The second argument contains a list of function symbols f_i/0.

Here, we assume that for each f_i/0 there exists a predicate symbol f_i/2. The third argument is the

result of applying the functions as described above, assuming that the �rst argument of each predicate

f_i/2 is the input value for the function fi and the second argument is the result of fi .

For example, the query ?- apply(0, [fA, fB], X). is evaluated by executing the calls fA(0, R1) and

fB(R1, R2) and unifying X=R2. So if fA(0, 1) and fB(1, 4) are true, then apply(0, [fA, fB], 4)

is true.

Hints:

• You may use the built-in predicate =../2.

• In the case of an empty list of functions f1, . . . , fn the result of apply is the initial value, i.e.

fn(. . . (f2(f1(x))) . . .) = x if n = 0.

Solution:

apply(X, [] , X).

apply(X, [F|FS], Z) :- G =.. [F, X, R],

G,

apply(R, FS, Z).

.
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Exercise 5 (Di�erence Lists): (9 points)

Consider the following logic program P.

q(X) :- p(X - []).

p([A|B] - B).

p([A|B] - Z) :- p(B - Z).

Explicitly give the set of all ground terms t for which the query ?- q(t). succeeds. You do not have

to provide a proof for your answer.

Solution:

{[t1, . . . , tn] | n ≥ 1, ti is a ground term for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}}

.
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Exercise 6 (Arithmetic): (5 points)

Consider the following sequence of numbers:

5
−1−→ 4

+2−→ 6
−3−→ 3

+4−→ 7
−5−→ 2

+6−→ 8
−7−→ 1

+8−→ 9
−9−→ . . .

This sequence results from alternating the subtraction and addition of a number which is incremented in

each step. When starting with 5 and �rst subtracting 1, the result of this is the sequence shown above.

Implement the predicate nth/2 in Prolog. For a number n > 0 a call of nth(n, X) gives the answer

substitution X = m where m is the nth number in the sequence described above. Here, we use 1 to

describe the �rst element, so nth(1, X) gives the answer substitution X = 5.

As another example, nth(5, X) gives the answer substitution X = 7.

Solution:

nth(X, Y) :- hM(5, 1, X, Y).

hM(A, _, 1, A).

hM(A, B, X, Y) :- X > 1, T1 is A - B, T2 is B + 1, T3 is X - 1, hP(T1, T2, T3, Y).

hP(A, _, 1, A).

hP(A, B, X, Y) :- X > 1, T1 is A + B, T2 is B + 1, T3 is X - 1, hM(T1, T2, T3, Y).

Alternative solution:

nth(X, Y) :- 1 is X mod 2, Y is 5 + (X // 2).

nth(X, Y) :- 0 is X mod 2, Y is 5 - (X // 2).

.
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